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To Summarize...

Anna von Reitz:

“We have our rights and duties and the Federales have theirs. The sooner everyone wakes 

up and appreciates that fact, the better.”

Arnie:  “From your comment above…I can’t make up my mind judge Anna…

sedition or treason?  Or perhaps both?”

The CREATURE FROM JECKLE ISLAND WAS NEVER CONTRACTED WITH BY 

ANY AMERICAN SOVEREIGNS…of whom I have any knowledge.  

And let us face reality…full center and squarely.

1) THE PROBLEMS WE FACE AS AMERICANS CAN NOT BE FIXED BY NEW 

ELECTIONS.

2) THE SOURCE MUST BE Exorcised…ALONG WITH THE PROSECUTION OF THE 

MEN WHO CREATED THE FRAUD.

3) THE MEMBERS OF CONGRESS WHO PERPETRATED THE FRAUD MUST BE 

REMOVED FROM ANY OFFICE OF TRUST, PROSECUTED AND DEALT WITH 

TO THE FULL EXTENT OF THE RULE OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.

There are no excuses for acts of dishonor!

https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/24/there-are-no-excuses-for-acts-of-dishonor/
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Acting in dishonor is a deliberate choice…a crime against humanity!

The American Sovereign
And as for the American sovereigns, I make the stand below and dare anyone to dispute 

the description provided that characterizes an American sovereign…
You will note the description is written in the boldest of terms and conspicuous by its 

absence you will not find any apology!  
For it is in the highest noble tradition of human existence, the sovereign, was created 

directly by the CREATOR and not the inferior and small mindedness of many today who 
deceptively refer to themselves as “agents of government.”  They lack the understanding that in 
their current state of dishonor, they are not even worthy of any recognition. 

The American Sovereign

https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/24/the-american-sovereign/
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Admiralty

Admiralty must go along with the criminal impostors by whom it was imposed…without 

consent

But the solution to resolving the fraud does not end there…

By their own criminal behavior, most  corporations, even if they were ever legitimate, by 

default, have dissolved their charters.  Today they operate with no lawful approval of the people.  

These same corporations, their officers and employees have no immunity, as the corporations 

were never created by any lawful source of delegated authority…

Remember…everything from the beginning is null and void…by reason of fraud.

Fraud vitiates all!

So it may be  case that the Colorado 9 were so close to restoring law and order in 

Colorado, the criminal cabal was forced to act to continue to maintain its position of power, 

induced by criminally imposed coercion and intimidation.  Perhaps their example must be 

closely examined…in a full scale Constitutional investigation, were the sovereign Coloradans 

make the proper determination of due process and justice.

Of course such doubts would also demand a full release of all unlawfully incinerated 
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along with a full investigation of the national oversight commission to determine what over state 

and Congressional officers are complicit in this travesty of justice.

In the case of any doubt, should not this matter be placed upon a special referendum on 

which all evidence will be presented and decided by the honorable sovereign Coloradans of the 

entire state?  Surely the people need no permission…they are the sovereigns…as Mr. Trump put 

it…

The rulers of American!  And certainly Colorado falls within that jurisdiction…

So how about Coloradans?  Demonstrate you are in charge…

 

The Law of Rule (prevails).............. Re: Comment on Doucette Sentencing
From: frank schneider <lastinla@yahoo.com>
Subject: The Law of Rule (prevails).............. Re: Comment on Doucette Sentencing
Date: May 25, 2018 at 12:05:16 AM PDT
To: avannavon@gmail.com, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>

A Wake-up Call..........?

There are approximately 821 million responses to this Google search which reverse the 
order of it. Yet it rules viciously.......

I have seen no evidence or moral compass applied to the contrary,

And there will (Most Likely) be more legislation to cover or justify it.

I Must Conclude:

Admiralty Must GO.......It is an Unlawful Immigrant and a Foreign Agent, or.....
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Self Governance has (died a cruel Death) given way to Self Enrichment.

And this is Superior to The American Common Law (of Late, ?- 1940)?

And the Rule of Law (R.I.P.  In Which Many Profess, Cannot exist with) the law of 
Rule...........for the Latter is Applied Most Liberally......f

FYC:            ARNIE'S CORRESPONDENCE........
FYC:            ARNIE'S CORRESPONDENCE........

Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>
To:Anna von Reitz
Cc:Paul Stramer

May 24 at 4:11 PM

Judge Anna,

The American sovereigns, are the only recognized authority in America.  And very 
recently global notice of this fact was also made when Mr. Trump made the global declaration…
the American sovereigns are rulers of America...

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America Recognizes 
“We the People,” are Sovereign!

Please provide me with the name of anyone who will dispute that claim!

From the beginning of America the American people have been victimized, lied to, 
deceived and criminally abused.  As an American sovereign, I am here to tell you that the view 
you paint of this situation would seem to be a major contradiction.  

First off…sovereigns are essentially kings and queens of their own dominions.  Their 
sovereignty comes from the fact they were created sovereigns by the CREATOR.  From that 
point forward the rest of the inhabitants on earth were created the same manner with the same 
equal status.  

The CREATOR played no favorites.  As a consequence there never were any special 
creations accounting for any special status of capacities like, Royalty - Kings, Queens, ---
Religious Leaders. Popes and any other unimaginable creations.  

So then we must all ask….so then from where comes all of these rulers, leaders, wizards, 
magicians, officials?  

My conclusion forces me to accept---

https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
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From the minds of men.  Twisted thinking men…and women!

You stated it all yourself Judge Anna…What we know of the world today, the law, 
history, religion...it was all based on fraud.  Deception…We see it unfolding in front of our 
eyes for ourselves.  And while the version you paint provides some very interesting 
perspectives, those behind this fraud have done everything to create this fraud by using 
fraud, have deceived the world’s people while committing treason as well..

By your own logic, Judge Anna, nothing with which we the American people are 
presented today, lawfully exists.  It is all fraud!!!

So the people behind the fraud are criminals who are subject to immediate arrest 
and prosecution.  So isn’t that the focus we as the American sovereigns need to address?

So tell us Judge Anna….
Why would you make such suggestions that we waste any time submitting papers 

based on fraud, created in fraud, and lawfully null and void, to those criminals who created 
the fraud?  And would it not be the height of madness to expect the same criminals to fix 
the fraudulent problems that they themselves caused in order to exploit our trusting 
nature?

So tell us Judge Anna….

Why are you not calling for the arrest and prosecution of the fake judicial system 
simulating fake criminal proceedings and using the force of the inland pirates we believe 
them to be in Colorado.  

Why are you permitting the attack and false imprisonment of solid Americans who 
are simply acting in defense of their homeland?  

Legitimately concerned patriots driven by the law of necessity to successfully 
Defend their lawful jurisdiction from foreign invaders and infiltrators who have usurpered 
the delegated authority originally granted to lawful public officers.  Public officers who 
now appear to have been acting in treason against the people of Colorado and the 
American people... 

The Colorado Summary of Corruption
The American Sovereign
What does that say about you Judge Anna when you now spend the majority of your 

current time defending your “I told you so,” actions instead of actively calling out the criminal 
impersonators,..in this case pirates of the jurisdiction of the sea…should such a jurisdiction even 
exist…who are committing acts of on-land piracy? 

arnie

https://scannedretina.com/2014/02/04/the-colorado-summary-of-corruption/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/05/24/the-american-sovereign/
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From where comes evidence these juridictons even exist?

On May 24, 2018, at 2:34 PM, Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com> wrote:

This was entirely predictable, because Bruce and Byfield and the others never recognized 
the history and the split of jurisdictions and would not listen. 

Like so many others, they were so sure of what they thought they knew about this 
country and the Constitution, they trespassed on the Federales.  Only after the fact did they find 
that they were themselves classified as Territorial "United States Citizens" dba "citizens of the 
United States" and that such citizens have never had any guarantees or rights related to any 
constitution. 

That doesn't mean that the goons in suits are right, anymore than Doucette and Company 
were right.  There is, for example, no such thing as a "Sovereign Citizen" and their continued use 
of this oxymoron calls both their sanity and their competence into question. 

What is called for is a widespread understanding of the existence of two entirely different 
jurisdictions and populaces living here cheek-and-jowl in the same time-space, under completely 
different sets of rules.  

What is also called for is a final restoration of our lawful government and an end of any 
false legal claim or presumption that the Reconstruction of the National-Level States of States 
that were members of the Confederation of States in any way impairs the States that are and were 
members of the Federation of States. 

When people on both sides of this situation wake up and realize what they have been 
doing to each other there will be a Great National Day of Mourning and overall head-shaking, 
wondering how we could all be bamboozled like this, how employees could be misdirected to 
abuse their employers, and how courts could be used as institutionalized crime syndicates. 

For now, I rate the Federales as equivalent to the British Raj in India, cruel and 
unreasonable and arrogant all at the same time, awaiting their inevitable demise as a viable 
political or paramilitary force.  They have clearly heaped blame on Bruce Doucette for actions he 
neither committed nor encouraged, for the sole purpose of "making an example" of their own 
unreasoning cruelty and injustice. 

As for the Patriot Community, I hope this has been a Wake Up Call serving to draw their 
attention to the need to avoid trespassing into foreign jurisdictions.  We are owed our peace and 
The Law of Peace, AR 27-161-1, but in order to claim it and enforce it internationally and to 

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
mailto:avannavon@gmail.com
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safely pursue the restoration of our complete and fully functioning lawful government, we cannot 
go around half-cocked and angry. 

We have our rights and duties and the Federales have theirs. The sooner everyone wakes 
up and appreciates that fact, the better. 
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Doald Trump

So let us begin to address the matter of due process and the rule of law…

***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority
***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America 

Recognizes “We the People,” are Sovereign!

U.S. Attorney Bob Troyer, District Of Colorado
And where better to test the system than to provide an opportunity for the newly 

appointed US Attorney 
And in order not to be mislead or waste any time…perhaps we begin by asking for 

his credentials.
A Citizen Asks; Who Are You?
Then we as the people proceed with our demands for an investigation into the 

simulated judicial process we believe was conducted in fraud by unlawfully credentialed 
and criminally impersonating judicial officers…

U.S. Attorneys » District of Colorado
Meet the U.S. Attorney

U.S. Attorney Bob Troyer, District Of Colorado

https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/06/26/a-citizen-asks-who-are-you/
https://www.justice.gov/usao-co
https://www.justice.gov/usao
https://www.justice.gov/usao-co
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Bob Troyer was born in Colorado and grew up in Washington DC. He graduated from 
Pomona College in 1984 with a BA in English. For several years after college, Bob taught high 
school English in Washington DC and worked during the summers as a commercial fisherman in 
Alaska. He then attended Boston College Law School, where he served as the Solicitations 
Editor for the Boston College Law Review, graduating in 1990. After law school Bob practiced 
civil litigation at Ropes & Gray in Boston for three years and then moved to Denver to practice 
at Brownstein Hyatt Farber & Strickland, making partner there in 1997. In 1999 he left to join 
the criminal division of the Colorado U.S. Attorney’s Office, where he spent over five years 
prosecuting drug and violent crime cases. Bob then left the office and joined the Denver office of 
Hogan & Hartson, as the head of the litigation department. He returned to the Colorado U.S. 
Attorney’s Office in October of 2010 as the First Assistant U.S. Attorney. In August of 2016 
Bob became Acting United States Attorney.  In November Bob was appointed by Attorney 
General Jeff Sessions to serve as U.S. Attorney.  
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